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Please accept this clarification with regard to the following requests for additional information:

In regard to the letter Reference: Amended October Monthly Report (9/01/2012-9/30/2012) dated February 25, 2013:

Further clarification for #2:

Expenditures to Airnet Group, Inc. for "PHONE BANKS" were for volunteer phone banks and meet the requirements to
qualify
as exempt party activity for Presidential voter drive activities and were made to promote the election of candidate Mitt
Romney and Romney for President.

Expenditures to the following vendors for "DIRECT MAIL SERVICES - NONALLOCABLE" met the requirements to quality as
exempt party activity as they were for mail programs in which there was a substantial volunteer component and which
qualify for the volunteer materials exemption, and were made to promote the election of candidates Reid Ribble (and
Ribble for Congress) and Sean Duffy (and Duffy for Congress):
The Mail Haus
Next Wave Communications
King Strategic Communications, Inc.
Majority Strategies
Persuasion Partners Inc.

In regard to the letter Reference: Amended 12 Day Pre-Genera Report (10/01/2012-10/17/2012) dated February 25, 2013:

Further clarification for #3:

Expenditures to the following vendors for "DIRECT MAIL SERVICES - NONALLOCABLE" met the requirements to quality as
exempt party activity as they were for mail programs in which there was a substantial volunteer component and which
qualify for the volunteer materials exemption, and were made to promote the election of candidates Reid Ribble (and
Ribble for Congress) and Sean Duffy (and Duffy for Congress):
King Strategic Communications Inc.
Majority Strategies
Persuasian Partners Inc.

Expenditures to Airnet Group, Inc. for "PHONE BANKS" were for volunteer phone banks and meet the requirements to
qualify
as exempt party activity for Presidential voter drive activities, and were made to promote the election of candidate
Mitt Romney and Romney for President.
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